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Dear reader
As the fall semester comes

to a close, we are honored

to feature the students of

Henry M. Goldman School of

Dental Medicine. Each

member contributes  to

creating the enriching and

collaborative environment

we all know and love. We

hope you enjoy this issue of

Newsbite presented to you

by Boston University's

American Student Dental

Association Chapter.  
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A SPECIAL THANK

YOU 

To all those who took the time

to contribute to the Fall 2020

Newsletter! 

IDEAS AND INTEREST

WELCOME 

If you are a member of the

GSDM community and

would like to be featured or

if you have any ideas about

what you would like to see

next, send us an e-mail.

We'd love to hear from you!

EMAIL:

gvsharma@bu.edu •  abrols@bu.edu 

anargrav@bu.edu •  nkbajaj@bu.edu

We would also like to thank 

Kristina Gauchan DMD AS 21 

for the cover photo 
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I recently became intrigued about dark and

long-exposure photography, and what could

be better than the world of nighttime

astrophotography. I was fortunate to get ahold

of my wide-angle lens just as I learned about

Comet NEOWISE. NEOWISE, a three-mile-wide

retrograde comet that is 64 million miles away

and appears every 6800 years, was crossing

Earth and would be visible to the naked eye 

 around July 2020. It was distinguishable by its

characteristic contra-tails: The ionic (blue) and

the bright dust tails (golden). My first attempt

to catch a glimpse of the comet was at the

Revere Beach in Boston. But to my

astonishment, I was actually able to capture it

in my camera. I just couldn’t get enough of it,

so I decided I should definitely try getting a

better view. With some research, I searched for

a place with the best axis of visibility from

Earth and minimal light pollution near Hanover,

New Hampshire. While driving into the night on

the highway in our convertible Ford Mustang, I

witnessed the unexpected, which just blew my

mind.

I witnessed an absolute spectacle, with the

entire central core of the Milky Way Galaxy

visible along with the NEOWISE at the same

time. For me, I would say it was one of the

most ethereal experiences of my life, as I

couldn’t have imagined watching NEOWISE

three times larger than its size with the Milky

Way Galaxy at its backdrop.  This astronomical

phenomenon has been an amazing experience

for me as I could share the  joy of chasing the

comet with 16 of my friends. I see myself diving

deeper in to astrophotography in the near

future and taking pictures of objects, literally

out of this world!

BY ARJUN DHANNY 
DMD AS 21

C O M E T N E O W I S E

Revere Beach 

Nikon D5100, 50mm, f.3.2, 8sec, ISO 800
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 I witnessed an absolute

spectacle, with the entire

central core of the

Milkyway Galaxy visible

along with the NEOWISE

at the same time. 



It feels like just yesterday when I was attending restaurants on my own dime, whipping out my

DSLR camera, and feeling the confused glares from other patrons as I photographed my

entrée. At the time, I did not know that in three short years, my little secret food Instagram with

300 followers would grow to over 44,000 followers. My food photography hobby turned into a

full-time side hustle. Now, all of my free time from work or school involves attending restaurants

for media visits, photographing products at home, negotiating terms of contracts, doing

freelance food photography, and sometimes even speaking on television segments.       

    

I first started the food Instagram during study abroad in Copenhagen and named it

@emchaneats. It was simply a fun hobby to share my food and travel with close friends. Upon

moving to Boston after college for a multiple sclerosis research job, I changed the name from

@emchaneats to @bostonfoodgram and purchased a Canon Rebel DSLR; these two actions

sparked the initial growth of my Instagram. Without any previous photography training, I began

experimenting with the DSLR settings and shooting food when I went out to eat with friends.

When I consistently posted vibrant and high-resolution photos of food with appropriate tags

and hashtags, the Instagram following grew naturally. With more followers came more

invitations to meals at restaurants, collaborations with food and beverage brands, and even

trips and hotel stays.

B o s t o n  F o o d g r a m :  
H o b b y  t o  S i d e  H u s t l e

BY EMILY CHAN DMD 22 
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The most difficult aspect of maintaining @bostonfoodgram was balancing dental school and

Instagram. All of first year, I was primarily posting old photos that I had taken at previous

restaurant visits to make time for studying. It was definitely a struggle for me to consistently

turn down restaurant invitations to prioritize school. I kept reminding myself that dentistry is the

endgame and @bostonfoodgram is just a bonus. Everyone has their own technique for time

management, but I preferred to schedule extracurricular activities (in my case, three to four

restaurant visits one after another) right after exams. However, during second year I began

feeling burnt out on going to restaurants. Coronavirus has been negative in uncountable ways,

but one of the few positives for me was taking a forced break from Instagram. Once restaurants

reopened, my motivation to go out, photograph food, revitalize my Instagram, and take friends

out to eat was reignited.            

Growing @bostonfoodgram has made it apparent to me that social media allows for anyone to

grow a following and even a business, without any previous photography, culinary, or

entrepreneurial experience. My suggestion to anyone wanting to create a successful social

media page is to find your passion, whether it be fashion, makeup, lifestyle, etc., learn how to

produce high quality photos of that subject, consistently post, and become friends with other

media pages in your niche. I am sure your page will grow in no time—and if not, remember you

always have dentistry!

 

"My suggestion to anyone

wanting to create a successful

social media page is to find your

passion, whether it be fashion,

makeup, lifestyle, etc., learn how

to produce high quality photos of

that subject, consistently post,

and become friends with other

media pages in your niche."
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C O N V E N T I O N  D A T E :  0 2 / 0 1 / 2 0 2 0

YANKEE  DENTA L

CONGRESS
BY VICTORIA CHANG DMD 23

Reflecting upon my first year in dental school, one of the highlights was attending the annual

Yankee Dental Congress in February of  2020. Walking into the Boston Convention and

Exhibition Center, the energy in the air was immediately contagious, an excited frenzy of

attendees streaming in toward the sign-in section. A view from the main floor looking down

revealed rows of booths and vendors, people weaving in every which direction throughout. I

was unable to take in the view for too long though, as I was starting my day with an 8 AM

course.             

Five hours of my day were spent soaking in eye-opening new knowledge alongside dentists,

other oral healthcare professionals, and dental students. The three courses I took were:

“Digital Marketing”, “The Business Side of Dentistry”, and “Master the Metrics that Matter.” I

was engrossed in all three presentations, having personally picked them out from a whole slew

of options. Earning Continuing Education (CE) credits was just a bonus to these topics upon

which I became better informed.
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Once I had the opportunity to explore the main

floor, there was no shortage of stimuli to the

senses: new dental instruments to experiment

with, shiny operatory room set-ups to visually

admire, and vendors trying to capture your

attention were only some of all that was

present. Being on the floor felt like a maze I

didn’t quite want to figure my way out of

quickly, rather, I wanted to take it all in and

wander from booth to booth. Somehow, I

ended up purchasing a hair curler after a very

persuading demonstration on my own hair! Of

course, I was also proud and thrilled to see that

our school, Boston University Henry M. Goldman

School of Dental Medicine, had a booth of its

own, where I reunited with familiar faces and

contributed to a time capsule that will be open

when I am in my sixties. I even had the privilege

of sampling different award winning clam

chowders with Dr. McManama, and learning

more about some exciting research projects

happening at both our own and other dental

schools in the area. The day flew by quickly,

and I left feeling energized and immensely

satisfied with how it was spent.

The Yankee Dental Congress is held

in Boston each year. It has an

average of 26,000 attendees. This

makes it the 5th largest dental

meeting in the country!

Though the Yankee Dental Congress

next year will unfortunately not be

the same due to COVID-19, I know

that there will be many more

conferences and dental meetings I

intend to attend in my future. To

congregate with others in the field,

become updated on all that is new,

from technologies to materials, and

to absorb presentations that will

better me as a dentist, results in an

opportunity I will always say yes to

without hesitation! I feel lucky to

have had such a memorable and fun

day for my first Yankee Dental

Congress, and look forward to

continuing the lifelong learning that

is both necessary and rewarding for

our profession.
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Fun Fact:



My interest in oral and maxillofacial surgery arose innocently after a table

clinic presentation on orbital and ocular prosthesis during my dental school

years at Manipal College of Dental Sciences. The idea of working on the

maxillofacial skeleton captivated me and shaped my future pursuits.

Looking back, it was the profound and deeply gratifying experience gained

while working as a dental volunteer with the renowned charity organization

Operation Smile for cleft lip and palate care that consolidated the vision

for my career path. The golden gates of opportunity opened for me once I

was accepted into the Advanced Standing program at the Boston

University Henry M. Goldman School of Dental Medicine; my second alma

mater. The learning environment at GSDM was robust, interactive, and

competitive. The matchless faculty exerted themselves to bring out our best

individual potential. The initial encouragement I received from my

newfound mentors Dr. D’Innocenzo, Dr. Salama, and Dr. Arya radically

molded the trajectory of my journey as an oral and maxillofacial surgeon.

T H E  D I S S E C T I O N  O F  M Y  C A R E E R :  

P A T H  T O  O R A L  A N D

M A X I L L O F A C I A L  S U R G E R Y
B Y  R U S H I L  D A N G  D M D
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Boston Medical Center, gaining insight into the

field through our oncologic surgeons Dr.

Salama and Dr. Caldroney. Towards the end of

my residency, I was cemented to venture

forward and garner exponential knowledge by

undertaking a maxillofacial oncology and

reconstructive surgery fellowship.This long and

winding career path has been made all the

more worthwhile through the continuous and

unflinching support of family, friends, our

wonderful attendings, and all my co-residents.

For those of you considering this incredibly

fulfilling journey, I suggest finding mentors

early on in your trail, for they have made all

the difference in getting to where I am today.

"For those of you considering this incredibly fulfilling journey, I

suggest finding mentors early on in your trail; for they have

made all the difference in getting to where I am today."

After completing a research year at Boston

Children’s Hospital in the Plastic and Oral

Surgery department, I was fortunate enough

to be accepted to the OMFS program at

Boston University. As a resident at one of

the largest health safety-net hospitals in

Boston, I had the opportunity to care for the

most underserved patient population in the

New England region. Focusing on both the

social and behavioral determinants of health

along with an incredible breadth of illness

acuity, the training makes us more

knowledgeable, compassionate, and well

rounded. My keen interest in oncologic

maxillofacial surgery was sparked through

my residency years at 
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CANINES & CATS
Hi! My name is Kilo Gram, and my hooman is Marissa

Gentle! She is a D2 at Boston University Henry M.

Goldman School of Dental Medicine. I was born in

Tennessee, and my life started ruff! Marissa found me

online in August 2017, and since then, my life hasn’t been

the same. My name is Kilo because my mom has been

powerlifting for a long time, and she lifts in kilograms,

how punny, I know. I just turned 4-years-old recently (28

in people years so around the same age as some of you),

but I am still a puppy at heart. I recently found out I am

87 percent Husky, 13 percent Labrador Retriever. I LOVE

running around in any green space. I get the zoomies

pretty quickly. If you have time for a hike, please take me

or even just a run, I’m sure my mom wouldn’t mind! I am a

little shy at meeting people at first, but I warm up

quickly, and I’ll remember you next time, don’t worry! My

mom also loves taking photos, so she’s always searching

for the best shots of me. I’m going to be famous

someday. I am always ready for some pets, so if you’re

stressed and need a buddy, I’m your guy! Hope to see

you soon! *Insert howl and wink 😉*

Hi I’m Mateo (in the middle) with my siblings Toby (left) and Lily (right). We

are very excited to celebrate Lily’s first Christmas! I joined the family first,

then Toby joined us last year, and Lily this past July. My family thinks I’m

the grumpiest of the bunch but I’ve come a long way in befriending Toby

and Lily. Toby is my partner in crime. We make up for our small size with

our big barks, especially when our owners are on Zoom. Lily tries to play

with us all the time, I swear sometimes she thinks she's tiny!

MARISSA GENTLE DMD 22 & KILO GRAM 

Meet the four-legged family members of BU dental studentsMeet the four-legged family members of BU dental students  

JUANITA CANAL DMD 23 & MATEO, TOBY AND LILY 
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Hello!   I’m Bear Wilson III according to my American Kennel Club

registration, but I prefer you call me “His Bearness.” I’d like to give a

shout out to Mark Bell, DMD 23 for this sparkling accolade.  I am a

Parti Yorkshire Terrier and I just turned 7-months-old, so for most of my

life my mom has been studying, but that’s okay because I still get to

cuddle with her while she studies.   I have yet to meet my cousin Bear,

DMD, (@Amber) but would jump (literally, I’m really good at balancing

on my back paws) at the opportunity to do so.   My favorite memory of

being alive so far is when I hopped in the shower with my mom, both

tackling my separation anxiety and my fear of water head on. Even

though I’m only 4 pounds, I have a big dog sense of adventure. Most

would say this winning personality attribute would get them “in the

doghouse,” so to speak, but mom just cuddled me more after my

adventure.   Another great part of my life is that even though I can be

extremely vocal when I am not getting what I want, and Mom gets

really embarrassed about fulfilling all small dog owner stereotypes,

everyone gives me a free pass and a wink in approval because I am

extremely adorable and love to meet everyone. Literally everyone.   As

far as what the future looks like for me, I am really hoping Mom will let

me swim soon, that I will get to play in the Boston snow, and Mom

really hopes I’ll get over my fear of riding on boats because she has a

lot of plans for us. I can’t wait for the rest of my life with her – Terriers

Forever!!

AMELIA WILSON DMD 23 & BEAR

Hey! My name is Oscar and I belong to Sonia Nagi, who is an

AS 2021 at BU. Even though everyone talks to me in a high

pitched voice, I am 5-years-old with a tremendously large

attitude. I love my human  though and I see how much time she

spends studying for her classes. I try to only disturb her when

we have an intruder in the front yard. I also live with her

husband and two beautiful, extraordinary girls. My human loves

to read and shop, and that takes away from our play time, but I

don't mind because most of the time the shopping is for me!

She always asks me if I am hungry but I have never said no so I

don't see the point, but in the end I always get food. My human

is always going on Zooms which I found out later is different

than watching me zoom around the house. I will still never

understand how you work harder than me when I work hard all

day getting the squeaker out of my toys, but it's okay cause I

still love you. 

SONIA NAGI DMD AS 21 & OSCAR
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Hello, our names are Maddie and Brooklyn. We have traveled from Romania to be with our

parents in Boston and support our mom, Gabby Benghiac (AS Class of 2022) on her path to

completing her dental education in the USA. I (Maddie)  enjoy reading books while Brooklyn

prefers reviewing study notes, and we are both captivated by the Echo 360 portal’s live and

recorded lectures offered by GSDM. We are grateful for being featured in the NewsBite

magazine and for being a part of the BU community. ❤ 😺

GABBY BENGHIAC DMD AS 22, MADDIE, & BROOKLYN    

JESSE SINGH DMD 23 & ALEX

Hello! I'm Alex, a playful 11-year-old golden retriever. I enjoy long walks at the park and naps beside

my grandparents. I like: people, scarves, toys with stuffing, hide and seek, chicken, and puppacinos. I

don't like: vacuums, the Amazon delivery man and bath time.
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life islife islife is
GOOD



Hi! My name is Bear and I am a havapoo

(Havanese/poodle mix) and weigh just about 10

pounds. My birthday is April 8th and I just turned

two this year. My dad and mom are absolutely

obsessed with me, which is why they made me the

ring bearer for their wedding. I am like their child

and they hate spending time away from me with

school and work. I wake up every morning wagging

my tail and go to sleep every night right between

the two of them. My mom's favorite thing that I do

is when I steal her shirt when she is getting ready

in the morning and take it to my bed and curl up in

it. I love long walks, chasing birds, and playing

with my family’s dog Gizmo. My mom's friends

gave me the nickname, Dr. Bear, DMD. I am afraid

of everything and everyone so it takes a long time

for me to warm up to people. I will probably bark

at you until you’ve met me several times. The best

way to get me to like you is to give me some

peanut butter or cheese!

AMBER PULIKOWSKI (OLSON) DMD 23 &
BEAR

PATRICIA DYE DMD AS 22 & ZORRO 
In 2018 my mom and dad adopted me, Zorro, back in Maryland.

When they arrived at the foster home, I was there, staring at them

with the most adorable look. I chose them and it was love at first

sight! I am a 3-year-old lab mix. My brave dog mama was rescued

in Texas during Hurricane Harvey in 2017, while pregnant. She was

taken to Maryland to have a chance to find a home for herself and

us puppies. I was given this name after my first day in my family's

home, as “zorra” in Portuguese means “mess”. I was not potty

trained yet and had some serious GI issues. I help my  mom handle

all the hours of work devoted to dentistry; I was always by her side

when she was preparing for the NBDE I and II and I am the best

study companion for all her DMD AS assignments and tests. I

remind my mom to take life easier, I make her laugh, and make sure

she takes me for walks in Boston. I love to eat peanut butter and

cheese, to play with the tennis ball, and I am obsessed with socks

and flip flops. My mom says I am such a good boy! 
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hellohellohello   
Are you done studying

yet?



My name is Iris, I am 7-years-old, I am known as Iris the Terrible for some reason. My human...

where to start? They call her Taim she’s an AS2. She is nice for the the most part and the

reason I say that is sometimes she could get annoyingly loud when I dig a deep hole in the

backyard, open closed doors to chill in the bedroom while everyone is out, and when I teach

other dogs a lesson if they try to steal my human or bring squeaky toys near me. I love running,

destroying my toys and eating treats. I know a lot of cool tricks but I get very confused with

spin and speak commands, it seems like I always mix them up. My human always  gives me a lot

of hugs and kisses and I’ve been trying to tell her  for a really long time that I am not as cuddly

as she thinks I am and that I like my space, but that doesn’t seem to work. I know a lot about

keeping my teeth clean since we study together all the time. We are good friends for the most

part, other than the times when when she calls me a bad girl or when she bombards me with a

thousand kisses. My human is absolutely crazy about me and I am too. Love #Iristheterrible

TAIM METWALI DMD AS 21 & IRIS 

UHM...UHM...UHM...   
Mom, I'm over here! 
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feelin' cutefeelin' cutefeelin' cute
Might eat your homework

later.

Hello! My name is Apex (can you tell my parents are obsessed with 

 teeth 😑). I'm a mini Australian shepherd. I've moved quite a bit in my

4-years of life... California, Oregon, Japan, and California (again).  I

will be adding Boston  to the list (or South Carolina if my dad gets his

way). I am currently living with my grandparents. I still get to "see" my

mom though. Grandma says it's called FaceTime.  My mom says she

misses me all the time but to be honest, I'm doing just fine. I get WAY

more treats and am allowed on the bed here! All in all, I'd say life is

pretty great! If you ever see me I will probably have a tennis ball in my

mouth because playing fetch is my favorite thing to do!  

AMANDA ARGRAVES DMD 23 & APEX   

Hello! My name is Kaine and my mom is

Shreen who is an AS2. I don't

remember much of my life before my

mom. She adopted me when I was 8

weeks old. My birthday is on Christmas

Eve and this year I turn 4! I know mom

has something special planned for me

that involves peanut butter *drool* and

probably lots of photos! Mom and I had

a huge adventure last year when we

drove a U-Haul up to Boston. Mom said

I was the best co-driver. I didnt' know

how much our lives would change but I

ended up with a brother! His name is

Jax and we are inseparable. Jax and I

love chasing and wrestling each other.

A lot of people ask if we are brothers

from the same litter because we look

alike. If you ever see us walking around

Boston, do stop and say hi! We love

receiving pets and people telling us

how cute we are! 
 

GULSHREEN SINGH DMD AS 21

& KAINE  
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ShadeShadeShade   GuideGuideGuide
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PC DANIEL LAM DMD 23PC DANIEL LAM DMD 23    

PC: VICTORIA CHANG DMD 23PC: VICTORIA CHANG DMD 23

 

PC: MOE ALZOOBAEE DMD AS 22PC: MOE ALZOOBAEE DMD AS 22

PC: NIMIT BAJAJ DMD AS 22PC: NIMIT BAJAJ DMD AS 22

NEW ENGLAND'S FALL
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PC: HETA SHAH DMD AS 22PC: HETA SHAH DMD AS 22

PC: SURBHI ABROLPC: SURBHI ABROL    DMD AS 21DMD AS 21  

PC: TANYA RAOPC: TANYA RAO    DMD 23DMD 23



PC: HETA SHAH DMD AS 22PC: HETA SHAH DMD AS 22
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PC: ASHNA KHERA DMD AS 21PC: ASHNA KHERA DMD AS 21

PC: SURBHI ABROL DMD AS 21PC: SURBHI ABROL DMD AS 21    
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PC: GAURAV SHARMA DMD AS 21PC: GAURAV SHARMA DMD AS 21

PC: DANIEL LAM DMD 23PC: DANIEL LAM DMD 23

PC: NOUR ALZUBAIDI DMD AS 22PC: NOUR ALZUBAIDI DMD AS 22
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